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You cant fake Real. Before Rocky, before the Karate Kid, even before the term kung fu was in the lexicon,
17-year-old Stephen Rinaldi faced Goliath-like forces. Only for Now is a fast-paced action-adventure. Told
by his student and friend, Lenny Greenman, Only for Now is the story of how one individual stood tall in a
world that tried to kick him in another direction. Great enemies help forge great tales of daring. Amidst the
divorce of his parents, the ridicule of back-stabbing people who once called him a friend and the end of his
first love, Stephen Rinaldi leaves for his first year of college. Highly skilled in the Chinese martial art, he
inadvertently challenges another martial art teacher and school on campus. His life goes into the balance.
Will love, friendship and Hope prevail despite all the slaps in the face? In Only for Now, one person collides
with the forces of darkness. He faces formidable foes, inside and out, and literally goes under cover but in
the end Rinaldi emerges as a real-to-life Hero. Life is short, but very wide. Only for Now is a testament to
those who believe that growing up need not mean giving in.
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From reader reviews:

Deloras Pinkston:

The experience that you get from Only for Now will be the more deep you rooting the information that hide
in the words the more you get interested in reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to know but
Only for Now giving you joy feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point in certain way that can
be understood by simply anyone who read the idea because the author of this reserve is well-known enough.
This kind of book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then
can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this Only for Now
instantly.

Paul Blum:

Only for Now can be one of your starter books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this publication has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word
into satisfaction arrangement in writing Only for Now yet doesn't forget the main level, giving the reader the
hottest and based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one of it. This great information can drawn
you into fresh stage of crucial considering.

Jerry Gunnell:

Beside that Only for Now in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh in the oven so
don't be worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Only for
Now because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book but you
seldom get what it's all about. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this with your hand. The
Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still
want to miss that? Find this book along with read it from currently!

Joseph Carter:

Reading a book make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information from
the book. Book is composed or printed or descriptive from each source which filled update of news. In this
particular modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media
social including newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just in
search of the Only for Now when you necessary it?
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